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athmer is the leading international manufacturer of seal and finger
protection systems for doors and gates. More than 60 years of experience, a constant spirit of innovation and an unconditional commitment to
quality and customer orientation have made the company a technology
leader.
athmer offers the right solution for almost every application. In addition to automatic drop seals for sound, smoke and fire doors, this also
includes sustainable and barrier-free special solutions to always meet
the requirements of the market.
The athmer finger protection solutions are also positioned in the portfolio. The systems are used in a wide variety of applications - wherever
the unintentional trapping of fingers is to be effectively prevented. For
example, a finger protection roller blind can provide reliable safety in
kindergartens and in hospitals and care facilities on power-operated
doors.
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SOUND AND SMOKE OUTSIDE

COMFORT AND
		SAFETY INSIDE
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The task of an automatic drop seal is to ensure that the gap between the floor and the swing door is tightly closed.
Installing an automatic drop seal is always a good idea, because it noticeably increases living comfort. Its use
offers reliable protection against:
/ noise and other disturbing sounds
/ dust and dirt
/ draught air
/ Schädlingen

Automatic
drop seals

/ unpleasant odours
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The seal for double rebate doors

Schall-Ex® L-8/30 WS

In the case of door elements with very high sound insulation, two sealing levels are often used both for the perimeter seals
or impact seals and for the drop seals. The second rebate in double rebate doors or in flush doors with an additional rebate
is usually very narrow, which requires the narrowest possible drop seal. Especially when the thickness of the door has been
reduced to a necessary minimum.

/ sound insulation value 49 dB at 7 mm floor clearance

In order to offer the market a solution to this problem, athmer has developed the narrowest seal variant currently available
in its product portfolio. With a groove size of 8 x 30 mm, the new Schall-Ex® L-8/30 WS drop seal is particularly suitable for
use in the second sealing level.
Similar to its big sister Schall-Ex® L-15/30 WS, it has a parallel lowering without inner profile offset for secure sealing in corner areas, a sliding actuator that does not require a pressure plate in the frame and level compensation for sloping floors. In
addition, the inner profile including the sealing profile can be pushed out. If the sealing profile needs to be replaced, this can
be done while the drop seal is installed.
With a joint sound insulation value of 49 dB, the seal in combination with e.g. the Schall-Ex® L-15/30 WS offers increased
safety for achieving the desired sound insulation value for highly sound-insulating door elements. The Schall-Ex® L-8/30 WS
is suitable for soundproof doors as well as for fire and smoke protection doors and for damp room doors. With MPA-tested 1
million continuous function cycles, the drop-down seal offers a high degree of user safety and durability.
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/ travel 20 mm
/ parallel lowering
/ no inner profile offset for secure sealing in corner areas
/ level compensation for uneven floors
/ sliding actuator on one side without pressure plate
— can be unclipped & adjusted without tools
/ inner profile can be pushed out to the actuator side for cutting & maintenance
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COMFORT-PLAN
ZERO
		MEANS
					ZERO!

®
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The zero-threshold set ensures safety.

Comfort-Plan®

Door thresholds in entrance areas can be dangerous tripping hazards. A coordinated system of our zero
threshold and automatic drop seal can support active fall prevention.

/ driving rain tightness

athmer is now launching a set for two threshold widths that are ideal for timber exterior doors in public and private buildings. Barrier-free architects benefit from the Comfort-Plan® solution because the
threshold ensures barrier-free construction in accordance with DIN 18040-1 and DIN 18040-2*. In new
buildings, the use of this system is the ideal introduction to accessibility.
Comfort-Plan® consists of a zero threshold and the Rainstop® automatic drop seal. An on-site drainage
channel is not mandatory, but would optimize the system. With a system-dependent and tested driving
rain tightness of up to Class 7A, the threshold keeps absolutely tight and can be installed almost invisibly
by concealed screw connections.

— The driving rain tightness up to 7A was verified on selected sample doors. The test value may deviate in accordance with test EN 14351-1, as the complete door system must
be checked.
/ Design
— aluminum EV1 threshold blends directly into the floor, total height up to 4 mm.
/ two variants
— Comfort-Plan® is available in two variants, depending on the door thickness (78 or 88
mm).

*DIN 18040-1 (buildings accessible to the public) and DIN 18040-2 (dwellings, buildings with dwellings and their outdoor facilities
serving access and residential use).
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SAFETY

FOR DOORS
AND LITTLE
EXPLORER
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Every day, unnecessary accidents involving children
or vulnerable people happen at doors that are not or
insufficiently secured. This does not have to be the
case, because athmer finger protection effectively
prevents fingers from being trapped between the
door leaf and frame. Numerous building operators,
fabricators and planners have been relying on the
proven finger protection systems for years, because
they offer added value through reliable safety and
accessibility.
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Due to our proximity to the market and the exchange
with our customers, we continue to develop the products in a targeted manner and can thus offer the right
solution for every application. This is reflected in our
finger protection innovations. The focus of this year's
new products is on installation safety and adjustability
for the fabricator as well as special solutions for glass
doors.

Athmer
Fingerschutz®
11
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The  in adjustability and mounting safety

Advantages of the 2D-fastening elements in combination with
the protective profiles:

athmer's modular system with its patented 2D-fastening element enables safe fine adjustment and
assembly always according to the same principle.

/ variable and stepless height adjustment for different pivot points and mounting situations on a wide
variety of doors

With its patented 2D-fastening element, athmer offers a modular system of hinge-side protective profile solutions for various door applications and an additional  in adjustability. Customers thus always
have the right solution without additional costly shims. The assembly of the various protective profiles
is always carried out according to the same principle with the 2D-fastening element thanks to athmer's
modular system. This gives the fabricator the best possible assembly safety. Standard-compliant protection of the gap between the door leaf and frame is thus guaranteed.

/ standard-compliant fine adjustment with max. 4 mm opening gap in accordance with DGUV or 8 mm in
accordance with EN 16005 to avoid clamping points and prevent sharp edges
/ simple and safe assembly, without time-consuming and costly relining
/ tight fit and tamper-proof fastening due to concealed screw connection
/ possibility of disassembly to maintain hinges

The following protective profiles for the hinge side offer the  of adjustability and installation safety due
to the modular system: BA-28+, BA-22+, BM-27+, BU-K+.
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Align. Press on. Fix. Done!

The  in assembly safety without relining

The protective profiles from athmer for a wide variety of top hinges on aluminium or PVC doors as well as
multifunctional metal doors or rebated timber doors effectively prevent fingers from getting caught. The
intelligent modular system ensures simple and safe installation without marking and pre-drilling.
For even faster installation, the protective profiles can also be ordered made to measure. athmer thus
offers  adjustability and installation safety.

One product for a wide variety of
top hinges

/ end caps prevent impact edges
due to a radius > 2 mm

Safe and fine adjustment to avoid
shearing points

/ for manual/automated flush
aluminium doors

/ compliance with the normative
specifications on the state of
the art

/ profiles variably and infinitely
adjustable with patented height
adjuster

Simple, quick and safe installation, without extensive relining

/ slotted holes for secure mounting and 2D fastening element
for tight fit

/ reliable protection of the gap
between door leaf and frame
/ infinitely adjustable for various
pivot points
/ measurement on site not
necessary
Harmonious design with standard-compliant safety
/ tamper-proof fastening due to
concealed screws
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/ aligning the profiles in the
alignment of the hinge without
marking

/ profiles can be dismantled for
maintenance purposes

/ press the profiles between the
hinges without tools using adhesive pads
/ screw-fix with suitable self-drilling screws without pre-drilling
and countersinking
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athmer.com/ba28-plus

athmer.com/ba22-plus

for aluminium doors

for PVC doors

BA-28

+
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BA-22

+

athmer.com/bm27-plus

athmer.com/buk-plus

for thin and thick rebated
metal doors

for rebated doors

BM-27

BU-K

+

+
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Athmer Fingerschutz® on glass doors

The advantaged:

Glass doors are in vogue and are widely used as shop fronts in shopping centres, doctors' surgeries, nursing homes, offices
and public facilities. But glass doors in particular can cause serious injuries when fingers get caught on the sharp-edged
glass profiles. To ensure safety here - whether this is required by law through the accident insurance funds, or building operators want to provide sensible protection against injuries -athmer finger protection solutions offer the ideal protection for
glass doors of every hinge type.

/ architectural solutions for retrofitting glass doors

With the NR-32 UniSafe® Glas variants and the BSG1/BSG2 hinge-side protective profiles, athmer has developed an architecturally continuous solution for the secondary closing edge of all-glass doors. The glass solutions can be mounted on
timber and metal frames as well as glass side elements and completely cover the hinges.

/ for timber or metal frames and glass side elements

The hinge-side protective profile BSG1 or BSG2, which is installed in combination with the protective profile BU-K+, was designed for all common all-glass door hinges and is notched to match the hinge. The same is possible on the opposite hinge
side with a relining profile and the finger protection roller blind NR-32 UniSafe® as a set to cover the counter hinge plates.
The protective profiles and underlining strips are pre-equipped with a special adhesive tape and can therefore be quickly
glued to the door leaf without marking and aids.

/ lining profile opposite hinge side pre-equipped with special adhesive tape

All profiles are made of anodised aluminium and are available in the standard colours C-0 or C-31 and in a length of
1,950 mm or made to measure. Of course, the profiles can be individually adapted to the door in terms of colour and length.
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/ complete and continuous covering of the hinges as well as the counter plates
/ suitable for all common glass door hinges (hinged and swing doors)

/ simple and quick assembly

/ surface silver anodised C-0 or C-31, other colours on request
/ delivery length 1,950 mm or made to measure
/ special solutions on request
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